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Low-temperature anomalous specific heat without tunneling modes:
A simulation for a-Si with voids

Serge M. Nakhmanson and D. A. Drabold
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Condensed Matter and Surface Science Program, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 4570

~Received 29 September 1999!

Using empirical potential molecular dynamics we compute dynamical matrix eigenvalues and eigenvectors
for a 4096 atom model of amorphous silicon and a set of models with voids of different sizes based on it. This
information is then employed to study the localization properties of the low-energy vibrational states, calculate
the specific heatC(T), and examine the low-temperature properties of our models usually attributed to the
presence of tunneling states in amorphous silicon. The results of our calculations forC(T) and ‘‘excess
specific-heat bulge’’ in theC(T)/T3 vs T graph for voidless a-Si appear to be in good agreement with
experiment; moreover, our investigation shows that the presence of localized low-energy excitations in the
vibrational spectrum of our modelswith voidsstrongly manifests itself as a sharp peak inC(T)/T3 dependence
at T,3 K. To our knowledge this is the first numerical simulation that provides adequate agreement with
experiment for the very-low-temperature properties of specific heat in disordered systemswithin the limits of
harmonic approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the computational project presented
low was to construct a set of realistic models for dev
quality a-Si (a-Si:H) material, containing nanovoids in th
structure, and to explore the vibrational properties of th
models, especially the localization patterns of the low-ene
states that emerge after introducing a void into the silic
continuous random network~CRN!. Modern computationa
facilities allow us to study models of up to several hundre
of atoms withab initio methods and thousands of atoms
we switch to empirical techniques, which is especially he
ful for realistic large scale modeling of amorphous materia
We can perform simulated quenching and annealing
these models, looking for their most energetically favora
geometry, then we can calculate the dynamical matrices
our systems and diagonalize them exactly, receiving th
eigenvalues together with the conjugate eigenvectors. Th
data give us the ability to construct the vibrational density
states~VDOS! for a given model as well as to look at th
localization properties of individual eigenstates of its d
namical matrix. The calculation of specific heat can be s
as a natural extension of these techniques because we c
it with a little effort once we have obtained the VDOS info
mation for the model.

In Sec. II of this paper we present the details of our mo
construction scheme for a large~based on a 4096 atom
model! family of models fora-Si with voids and we intro-
duce a set of methods that we employ for geometry opti
zation, dynamical matrix, and specific-heat calculations.
Sec. III we discuss the results of our calculations of vib
tional properties and specific heat for the models conside
and finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our findings about t
influence of localized low-energy vibrational modes on t
thermodynamical properties of amorphous silicon.

II. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND COMPUTATIONAL
PROCEDURES

We use the Djordjevic, Thorpe, and Wooten 4096 at
model1 for a-Si ~referred to hereafter as DTW! constructed
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~8!/5376~5!/$15.00
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with the Wooten, Winer, and Weaire bond-switchin
algorithm2 as a base for building a family of models wit
voids. The length of the side of a cubic supercell for th
model is approximately 43 Å. As our first step we optimi
the geometry of the basic model which results only in min
network rearrangements; this relaxed geometry is then u
for producing all of the following models with voids. To cu
out a void we pick an arbitrary atom in the network a
remove it as well as the consecutive spherical shells of
neighbors. We find that our results do not depend much
which atom we select for this procedure.

By applying this procedure we have built three mod
with voids of different diameters: a 4091 atom model with
‘‘small void’’ ~only one atom and four of its nearest neig
bors removed! — a void of approximately 5 Å in diameter, a
4069 atom ‘‘medium void’’ model with a 10-Å void, and
4008 atom ‘‘large void’’ model with a 15-Å void. We re
frained from building models with even larger voids to pr
vent possible interaction of a void with its own ‘‘ghost
images in the neighboring periodically translated superce

Every model with voids was then quenched to minimi
the forces acting on atoms in the network. The atomic for
must be small for the application of the harmonic appro
mation for the total energy of the system, which is requir
for the dynamical matrix calculation. After the dynamic
matrix calculation for every model mentioned above, the
genvalue and eigenvector data were used to produce VD
and inverse participation ratio3 ~IPR! graphs for the model,
calculate its specific heat, and visualize the spa
localization/delocalization characteristics of some of its
brational modes~the ones which behavior we found mo
interesting!.

For geometry optimization of the models~simulated
quenching! and dynamical matrix calculation we employ
molecular dynamics code ‘‘Estrelle,’’ developed by the a
thors of this paper. The code is built around an empiri
environment-dependent interatomic potential~EDIP!, which
has been recently introduced by Bazant and Kaxiras.4–6 In
general, this potential inherits the well-establish
5376 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Stillinger-Weber7 format for two- and three-body interac
tions, but now these interaction terms depend on the lo
atomic environment through an effective coordination p
rameter. Our testing results for EDIP and its performance
comparison to our previousab initio calculations8 are de-
scribed elsewhere.9

The force tolerance threshold in simulated quench
mode of our MD program is set to be 0.01 eV/Å for all i
applications we discuss here. The dynamical matrix for a
given model is computed by displacing every atom in
cell by 0.03 Å in three orthogonal directions and calculati
the forces on all the atoms in the system.10 For a system of
thousands of atoms the dynamical matrix is very la
which, under normal circumstances, causes problems in
ing it on disk or in computer memory. Fortunately the d
namical matrix is also very sparse, because in most case
displacement of a single atom generates significant fo
only on its closest neighbors but not in the whole superc
We extensively exploit this localization of dynamical mat
ces in our calculations, discarding terms smaller th
1024 eV Å22 a.m.u.21, which is a good compromise be
tween accuracy and compactness of the output. Once
sparse dynamical matrix for the system is obtained we
actly diagonalize the whole matrix and to obtain all of t
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Again, for the same reaso
already mentioned above, we do not write out all of t
eigenvectors~however, we do keep all their IPR’s! but rather
only those that exhibit properties we look for, such as~i!
small energy/eigenvalue~less than 200 cm21) and ~ii ! rela-
tively high IPR, showing that the vibrational mode we a
dealing with is localized.

To create VDOS graphs we employ a Gaussian repre
tation ford(E2Ei), whereEi , i 51, . . . ,N are the eigenval-
ues of the dynamical matrix andN53Natoms. The width of
broadening is 20 cm21 for the full scale graphs and
0.1 cm21 for the close-ups of the low-energy region. Th
vibrational activity colormaps for the ‘‘low-energy, hig
IPR’’ modes are prepared in same way that has been alre
described in Sec. II of Ref. 8: the set of individual atom
IPRs is computed and then every atom is assigned a ce
color according to its displacement from the equilibrium p
sition.

It is relatively easy to obtainC(T) dependence for the
model if the VDOS information for it is available,11

C~T!53RE
0

EmaxS E

kBTD 2 eE/kBT

~eE/kBT21!2
g~E!dE,

where VDOSg(E) is normalized to unity. Nevertheless on
thing should be treated with caution: the model VDOS o
usually has is relevant for a system offinite size ~i.e., our
supercell!. Vibrational excitations with wavelengths longe
than the size of the supercell cannot be excited in this mo
and are consequently missing in its VDOS data. In orde
receive the precise values forC(T) one should correc
VDOS for the infinite size of the system. In our case it
done in the following fashion: all the delocalized~acoustic!
vibrational modes of energy less than 20 cm21 are cut out
and substituted by a weak parabolic tailaE2 in the routine to
compute the VDOS. Parametera can be obtained from a
calculation of the elastic constants of the model12 but in this
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investigation we use a more simple approach, fittinga to
provide a smooth transition between the low-energy pa
bolic tail and the rest of VDOS.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Vibrational properties and localization

We begin this section by presenting the results of o
calculations of the low-energy regions13 for VDOS and IPR
for all the four models introduced above, shown in Fig.
For the sake of simplicity we do not present the colorma
for vibrational modes for the 4096 atom family of models
this paper; however, a set of colormaps for the most inter
ing localized excitations in these models is available
download over the World Wide Web.14

From Fig. 1 we can see that the large models fora-Si
~both with and without voids! exhibit quite a complicated
vibrational behavior, much more complex than that
smaller 216 atom based families of models, which we ha
studied before.8,9 The most important difference here is th
the a-Si modelwithout voidshas two localized low-energy
modes that are associated with strained regions of sili
network: we have checked bond lengths and bond angles
the atoms in these regions and found that the modes ge
ally localize on atoms with bond angles deviating from t
perfect tetrahedral angle by more than 30°.

FIG. 1. Low-energy VDOS and IPR snapshots for a 4096 at
DTW model without voids~upper left set of panels!, a 4091 atom
small void model~upper right!, a 4069 atom medium void mode
~lower left!, and a 4008 atom large void model~lower right!.
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FIG. 2. Left panel: the low-
temperatureC(T)/T3 dependence
for the DTW models with and
without voids. The experimenta
curve for vitreous silica is taken
from Ref. 18. Right panel: the
curves for a 4091 atom small void
model before and after clipping o
the lowest-energy localized mod
eigenvalue. A curve for the mode
without voids is also shown for
reference.
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Consequently, now we have two types ofphonon trapsin
our models with voids — the voids themselves and strain
regions of the network. Keeping this in mind we can attem
to introduce a rough classification of the localized low
energy modes according to the type of phonon trap they
into. First, we can see a significant number of vibration
modes in our models with voids that generally show t
same kind of localization properties that we have repor
earlier:8 they are exponentially localized with the center
localization positioned to the side of the void. We class
these excitations as void-type modes. Second, the mode
might attribute to thestrained network region phonon trap
type in models with voids exhibit a different kind of behav
ior in comparison to the voidless model. These modes do
localize exactlyon the strained regions in the supercell; in
stead they form a string extended between one of th
strained regions and the void.15 The possible explanation o
this behavior is that these modes can be regarded as a su
position of void-type modes and the localized excitations
the model without voids. In our classification we call the
mixed-type modes. We have to stress once again that
classification we propose is only approximate and is ba
mostly on the colormaps~i.e., pictures! we get for our mod-
els not on rigorous mathematical arguments. We must a
add that all the low-energy modes that appear localized
our finite models will be pseudolocalized in an infinit
sample.16

We must admit that in our current investigation we we
not able to find any simple connection between the size
the void and the energy and type of resulting localiz
modes. Our data show that for different models with voi
modes of different types dominate in the low-energy regio
In the ‘‘small void’’ model a mode with the highest IPR a
10.58 cm21 is of void type, but the succeeding three mod
with high IPR at 14.43, 18.25, and 20.97 cm21 are of
strongly pronounced mixed type. In the ‘‘medium void
model, to the contrary, all three low-energy localized mod
at 5.89, 6.12, and 8.13 cm21 are of mixed type. The mode
with strong void-type behavior is also present but it is shift
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to 17.97 cm21. Finally in the ‘‘large void’’ model modes at
2.34 and 6.10 cm21 are of void type and all the others
including a strongly localized mode at 10.28 cm21, exhibit
mixed-type behavior. Wespeculatethat the network strain
and geometrical peculiarities of any given model play a m
important role in shaping the energy and type distribution
its localized vibrational modes than the actual size of
void — at least for the models with voids of comparab
sizes, as we have here.

B. Specific heat

In this section we present our results for the calculatio
of specific heatC(T) for the family of 4096 atom models
The overall temperature dependence for specific heat fo
of our models is in good agreement with Dulong and Pet
law at high temperatures and Debye’s law at low tempe
tures; our calculation also produces approximately the c
rect Debye temperature fora-Si. For the room temperatur
~300 K! we receive practically the same value for speci
heat for all of our models: 19.7 J K21mol21.

In the left panel of Fig. 2 theC(T)/T3 low-temperature
dependence for our models is presented. The most stri
feature in this graph is the presence of sharp peaks
T,3 K in the curves for the modelscontaining voids. The
model without voidsdoes nothave this peak, although i
does demonstrate the presence of the well-known ex
specific-heat bulge, the position and height of which are
qualitative agreement with experiment17 as well as with re-
cent computational results of Feldman, Allen, a
Bickham.16 All of our models with voids also have the ex
cess specific-heat bulges at approximately the same posi
but comparing to the low-temperature peaks their intensi
are about an order of magnitude smaller. We were not abl
find any experimental data for specific-heat measuremen
a-Si at temperatures below 2 K, but in order to make so
general comparison to experiment for these new lo
temperature features we obtain~which should be generic fo
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any disordered system containing voids!, we provide the ex-
perimental curve for vitreous silica18 in our graph.

Unlike the previous void size vs energy situation, we c
find a clear connection between the presence of low-ene
localized modes in vibrational spectrum of the model and
height ~or even absence! of the low-temperature peak in it
C(T)/T3 graph. For the small void model we have a loc
ized mode at 1.19 cm21 ~here and below, see Fig. 1! — the
lowest energy at which we can see localized excitations in
our models — and the highest peak inC(T)/T3 dependence
The large void model has its lowest energy localized exc
tion at 2.34 cm21 and the peak of smaller height comparin
to the previous model. The medium void model has t
localized states but only at approximately 6 cm21 and a
peak that is even less pronounced than in case of the first
models. Finally the model without voids has no localiz
states with energy lower than 11 cm21 and no low-
temperature peak whatsoever.

In order to investigate this connection in more detail
have performed a simple numerical experiment, whose
sults are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. We have clipp
the eigenvalue at 1.19 cm21 from the eigenvalue set for th
small void model and recalculated its VDOS andC(T) re-
ceiving no low-temperature peak in theC(T)/T3 graph,
much like in the situation with the model without voids.
our opinion these results provide enough evidence to
tribute the existence of a low-temperature (T,3 K) peak in
C(T)/T3 dependence for the model to the presence of lo
ized low-energy (E;126 cm21) vibrational excitations —
in our case produced by voids — in its spectrum.

Finally we must note that the localized vibrational exci
tions we see, although having rather low energies, arenot
tunneling states,18 which are nonharmonic by nature and ca
not be obtained in the harmonic approximation calculati
We do not claim that the whole tunneling states theory
incorrect, we rather propose an alternative mechanism
explains the same experimental data. It seems thatany
mechanism that creates additional density of vibratio
states ~be this tunneling states or low-energy localiz
‘‘void’’ vibrations in porous materials! at very low energies
will produce the same effect on low-temperature speci
heat behavior. In order to find out which mechanism of
two mentioned aboveactually worksin real material, an ex-
perimental investigation of low-temperature thermal prop
ties andsimultaneouslygeometrical quality~i.e., the pres-
a
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ence of defects, voids, and strained regions! of this material
should be carried out. The works of Liuet al.19,20 or Coeck
and Laermans21 for amorphous silicon can be regarded as
closest examples here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied vibrational and thermodynamical pro
erties of a 4096 atom DTW model for amorphous silicon a
the family of models with voids based on it, employing
Bazant-Kaxiras environment-dependent interatomic poten
and an empirical molecular dynamics technique. We h
found that the models with voids posses a complex spect
of localized low-energy excitations that can beroughly di-
vided into two groups — void and mixed-type modes
according to their localization patterns. Our calculatio
show that there is no simple connection between the siz
the void and the energy and type of its localized modes. I
most probable that not only the size of the void but also
local geometrical environment as well as strain distribut
in the neighboring regions of the network play a paramo
role in shaping the low-energy vibrational spectrum of t
system. We have constructed specific-heatC(T) plots for
our models, which appear to be in good agreement with
periment. We have also plotted out our models’C(T)/T3

dependences for the low-temperature region, which seem
be in adequate agreement with experimental and other c
putational results forT.3 K ~the excess specific-hea
bulge! and predict interesting features, undoubtedly co
nected with vibrational properties of voids present in t
system, at lower temperatures. We must stress that ou
sults are correct for model materials with auniformdistribu-
tion of voids of one and the same size, which is of course
impossible to produce in real material. Nevertheless, by e
ploying our model data we can predict that in real mate
the localized low-energy vibrational states, connected
voids of different sizes, will fill out a band which will alte
the parabolic VDOS tail properties at small energies a
consequently manifest itself by changing the specific-h
C(T)/T3 dependence.
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